no capital without inhibitions even not in worse case decaster situations

simply a sonnett about a swallow to save at least 4 twins
(with thanks to all capabled people)
„In case of black and in case of white
in case of deaf and in case of blind
in case of day and in case of night
we archived the colours as dark and as bright
we never demanded that much as credit
and we never damaged that much for legends
in cases of archived and in cases of bombs
there are no reasons for and not for treasons as plombs
in case of sealed and in cases of (no sorrow)
we never forget how and whom (to follow)
this is the resonance of sound whomever
it may not to be a wound
this is the reason for what we declared
already as treasure not to be bleached
or blasted or blaired ?!
Therefore it is normal one day to get grey
or white or pale or whatever shine
this is the reason not to feel ashamed
and this is the reason why even a bird
would love to chirp with last odem on starving bed
„I love you all my bugs world-wide-without-end-in-eternity“
in case this bird really would die
and this bird is simply a bird of the time
and simply nothing about crime
so simply that you can keep the cuckoo of time for you
behind the black forest about noises of frou-frou
and this uncle saved the life of a bird to throw
out of the window and to follow on
in freedom for new direction
to be blowed with the wind
( + unknown jester for pacifism
wants to stay unknown dedicated to freedom of poetry
and for best archives in Linux already before ancient time
of Egypt interdatas with behind Persia around far far long
time ago before dawn + so you slept about capitalism at least
2.500.000 light years + we never paid this so this is guarantee
for Linux and GPL 1.0 and GPL 2.0 + in case of GPL 4.0 then this
text absolutely MUST NOT be modified for currencies reason + translated
into any languages as dictionaries and as libraries are free to Linux only + )

